Newest KOHLER KD Series Generators Now Available for Order

EPA-certified KOHLER V16 engines deliver highly-efficient performance to numerous industrial categories

KOHLER, Wis. – March 19, 2018 – KOHLER recently announced the expansion of its popular KD Series industrial generators, which now includes models ranging up to 3250kW. Today, the company is officially accepting orders for these new units, which are powered by two compact and powerful EPA-certified KOHLER V16 engines. The now-available updated KD1250 and new KD1350 industrial generators are powered by the KOHLER KD36V16 – a 16-cylinder engine with 36-liter displacement, while the new KD2800, KD3000, and KD3250 generators are powered by the KOHLER KD83V16 – a 16-cylinder engine with 83-liter displacement.

“These new EPA-certified engines deliver highly efficient, dependable performance and feature a modular design for optimal serviceability,” said Jim Rummel, senior product manager for KOHLER. “Numerous industries that require an ironclad backup power solution will benefit from these newest models now available within the KOHLER KD Series. These generators are ideally suited to data center, healthcare, telecommunications and water-treatment applications, among others. They’re also backed by a comprehensive three-year warranty, a full complement of genuine KOHLER aftermarket parts, and a top-tier service and support network.”

Those interested in learning more about KOHLER’s newest KD Series industrial generators are encouraged to visit KOHLERPower.com or connect with a nearby KOHLER distributor for additional details.

A global force in power solutions since 1920, KOHLER is committed to reliable, leading-edge products and comprehensive aftermarket support. KOHLER, headquartered in Kohler, Wis. and KOHLER|SDMO, based in Brest, France, comprise one of the world’s largest manufacturers of generators and power solutions. The companies collectively have more than 150 years of experience in industrial power and benefit from global R&D, manufacturing, and sales and service.

For additional information, please visit www.KOHLERPower.com or www.KohlerSDMO.com.
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Founded in 1873, Kohler Co. is one of America’s oldest and largest privately held companies. With more than 50 manufacturing locations worldwide, Kohler is a global leader in the manufacture of engines and power systems; kitchen and bath products; premier cabinetry and tile; and owner/operator of two of the world’s finest five-star hospitality and golf resort destinations in Kohler and St Andrews, Scotland. For more details, please visit www.KOHLER.com.